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Introduction 

  

The world is seeing the emergence of a hyper-connected society in which digital 

technologies connect a person to other people, people to things and online to offline. 

Without space and time constraints, people can share their lives through Facebook, 

YouTube and Twitter and make friends there. In addition, a new concept of the 

economic environment has been created among individuals as their private lives are 

connected to networks.  

Today, who can imagine life without the internet? The problem is that the information 

produced by the web and the economic wealth produced from it are being 

monopolized by big corporations like Facebook, Google and Twitter. People also pay 

a lot of money to intermediary agents to manage their financial transactions.  

Suppose the systems of these internet platform providers and intermediary agents 

are hacked. Severe damage to service users will ensue. This indicates the need for a 

new technology with a decentralized system and a P2P transaction method requiring 

no intermediary agents. 

Blockchain technology stores all sorts of information in disparate locations without a 

central server. As a form of public ledger, it can retain and manage data under no 

one's control. It is impossible to forge and falsify the data stored via blockchain. 

Based on this technology, network participants can interact with other people on a 

P2P basis.  

Blockchain technology will gradually be applied to more fields such as finance, 

logistics, health care and public services. 
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1.  Goal of BlocVehicle 

  

Combining blockchain technology with the automotive industry, BlocVehicle is 

expected to bring great change to the economic ecosystem of the automotive service 

industry.   

BlocVehicle enables users to store and retain data on their own cars, motorcycles, 

campers and sailboats in a blockchain-based public ledger, and like what Facebook 

does, information on their cars will be shared with other users. Thus a car whose 

maintenance data is not made public will be considered being of poor quality 

unworthy of purchase. 

BlocVehicle will create the world's best trading service platform for the used car 

market, offering a transparent and fair P2P trade system based on automotive 

maintenance data. 

Moreover, BlocVehicle will embody the model of a sharing economy in the automotive 

industry. As part of its plan, an “Airbnb for cars“ service platform will be provided 

allowing anyone to lease a car to residents of the same region or travelers and earn 

money through P2P trade. 

BlocVehicle will cooperate and coexist with automotive service providers rather than 

compete against them. By connecting them to the BlocVehicle Network, technical 

support will be provided to ensure the innovation of their business models for 

compatibility with blockchain. 

  

1.1. Mission of BlocVehicle Team  

  

The mission of the BlocVehicle Team is to build a decentralized blockchain-based 

open network that allows all users to store their automotive history in a public ledger 

and freely access and distribute the data via the network. 

The data, produced under qualitative and quantitative methods, will be integrated and 

stored in a blockchain-distributed ledger. The qualitative data refers to the photos and 

video clips of automotive lifestyles produced by smartphone apps, while the 

quantitative data are more specialized automotive lifestyle records produced by auto 

repair centers, insurance companies and third-party APIs. 

Users will have full ownership of their automotive history data that they create. Those 

who wish to obtain these data must acquire prior approval from and give reasonable 

reward to data owners. In addition, off-blockchain storage will be set up for data 

backup and other purposes that will present more opportunities to users. 

By issuing its own cryptocurrency vehicle (VCL) tokens, BlocVehicle will form an 

economic ecosystem in the network, and those who contribute to this will receive VCL 

tokens commensurate with their contributions such as data production. The tokens 

are only a medium of reward to pay for all services provided within the BlocVehicle's 
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ecosystem, and they will further be used as a means of payment for car repairs, 

insurance and other automotive purposes outside of the ecosystem. 
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2.  Blockchain! New Ecosystem for 
Automotive Service Industry  

  

In this hyper-connected society, people can be connected to each other online at 

anytime and anywhere. In 2007, the emergence of the Apple iPhone spread the use 

of smartphones in society and expanded online accessibility. Without the constraints 

of space and time, people can share their lives and make friends through Facebook, 

YouTube and Twitter. Furthermore, Airbnb offers travelers an estimated one million 

rooms in over 34,000 towns in 190 countries. In light of this, blockchain technology 

will be increasingly applied to more fields such as finance, logistics, health care, and 

public and tourism services, creating a new P2P economic ecosystem.  

  

By applying blockchain technology to the automotive service industry, BlocVehicle will 

ensure that: 

 Any person can store and share data on his or her personal automotive 

history with others via a blockchain- based public ledger  

 The problems of asymmetric information will be resolved by creating a used-

car trade platform based on P2P networks 

 A service platform will be created to connects travelers to vehicles around the 

world 

  

Apparently, service providers find it difficult to abandon their existing legacy systems 

and start a new blockchain-based service. Yet BlocVehicle provides technical 

assistance and measures that utilize blockchain technology with the existing legacy 

system connected to BlocVehicle Network. 
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2.1. Production and Possession of Vehicle Data 

  

Blockchain will change the way of vehicles are evaluated. Reports from experts on 

automotive evaluation will be rendered meaningless; instead the collective 

intelligence of network participants will dominate the evaluation mechanism.  

Facebook is the best example to explain this trend. By seeing photos and video clips 

of other people's lives, users of Facebook get to empathize with them and build trust 

and friendships with them. In other words, only through sharing one’s lifestyle history 

can trust be built among people.   

Just like Facebook, BlocVehicle will produce data on automotive maintenance. Users 

can store and possess photos and video clips showing how their cars have been 

managed through blockchain and share them with others.  

  

2.1.1. What is Vehicle Data? 

Vehicle data is information on a vehicle’s lifestyle history. 

Vehicle data includes any photo and video clip of a vehicle’s life and information on 

maintenance like an oil change and replacement of air filters. Such data are not only 

for vehicles but also motorcycles, campers and sailboats. 

Vehicle data are a criterion for trading or sharing cars through P2P networks. 

  

2.1.2. Vehicle Data Service 

BlocVehicle's Vehicle App offers a simple way to create, store and retain vehicle data 

in a blockchain public ledger shareable with others. 

If a third party such as a company or an employee wants to create vehicle data on a 

user's car, approval should be obtained from the car owner who will receive a 

rewarded for producing such data.  

For employees of a third party, the vehicle data of their customers can be created by 

installing this app in their smart devices and uploading the photos of maintenance 

events to BlocVehicle via third-party API.    

  

2.1.3. Integration of Vehicle Data 

BlocVehicle can integrate into its network the automotive maintenance data of a car 

owner stored in disparate locations like insurance companies and auto repair centers. 

As a result, the car owner can check the history of car repairs and management 

details at a glance.  
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2.1.4. Reward for Production of Vehicle Data 

VCL tokens will serve as rewards for production of vehicle data.  

BlocVehicle has a VCL token pool specifically designed for rewarding producers of 

vehicle data. Thirty percent of all tokens issued will be assigned to the VCL token 

pool over a period of 30 years. This reward policy seeks to encourage higher 

participation in the network and improve the network's economic ecosystem. The 

reward amount and method have not been decided, yet simulations will be conducted 

in the decision-making process. Unlike Bitcoin, measures for mining VCL tokens will 

not be available.  
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2.2. Future Used Car Market on P2P Networks 

  

Through blockchain technology, vehicle data will serve as reference for evaluating 

used cars and ensure transparent and fair P2P transactions. BlocVehicle offers its 

Vehicle Dealer Service through which people can trade used cars on P2P networks. 

  

2.2.1. Problems in Used Car Market 

The used car markets of the U.S., China, Japan and Korea are worth KRW 250 trillion, 

100 trillion, 50 trillion and 25 trillion, respectively, showing the tremendous scale of 

the markets.   

Korea has nearly 200 online shopping malls for used cars. To prevent unscrupulous 

trade by dealers through loss leaders and false offerings, a few shopping malls 

perform verification of dealers by checking their real names, certificates, credit cards, 

mobile phone numbers and IDs issued by car dealerships. Yet this has failed to 

eradicate public distrust in the used car market. 

Another problem is that such shopping malls do not provide data on the maintenance 

history of used cars. Thus sellers cannot obtain data on maintenance such as an oil 

change and replacement of air filters, while the dealers try to conceal information on 

used cars by taking advantage of information asymmetry. Because of this, cars that 

have been well maintained in compliance with their manuals can be priced the same 

as those poorly maintained, and this problem lowers the transparency of transactions 

and reliability of the shopping malls. 

With the rise in information asymmetry, used car dealers stand to rake in higher 

profits while causing losses to both buyers and sellers. This is a major structural 

problem of the used car market. 

  

2.2.2. Vehicle Dealer Service  

This service is based on vehicle data to ensure transparent and fair P2P transactions 

of used cars and available on Vehicle App and BlocVehicle's website. 

A seller can fulfill the conditions of sale via a smart contract through this service and 

announce his or her intention to sell via BlocVehicle Network. The contract includes a 

sale price and details of the used car such as make and model of the vehicle and 

mileage. 

A buyer can choose the proper car by checking the conditions of sale and the vehicle 

data specified in the smart contract. When the buyer chooses a car, a pop-up notice 

is sent to the seller. At this point, the buyer must pay a small usage fee to the Vehicle 

Dealer Service charged by BlocVehicle Network in VCL tokens. 

The fee will be used to run and maintain BlocVehicle Network and cover the costs of 

Ethereum Gas necessary for block creation in Ethereum's network. This way, the 

VCL token’s applicability will be strengthened and keep BlocVehicle's economic 
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ecosystem healthy. The fee remains undecided; simulations will be conducted in the 

decision-making process.  

When a match between a seller and buyer is achieved, both parties will meet offline 

to transfer the vehicle’s title. Upon completion of the transaction, the seller should 

transfer the vehicle’s data to the buyer through the Vehicle Dealer Service. Payment 

for the sale can be made either in cash or VCL tokens. 

The Vehicle Dealer Service ensures fair trade by automatically storing all details of a 

used car transaction in a blockchain-based public ledger. In addition, motorcycles, 

campers and sailboats can be bought or sold this way. 

  

2.2.3. Expected Effects 

○ No high service charges paid by sellers to used car dealers 

○ Quick check of quality of used cars by buyers through vehicle data 

○ Time and cost saved by buyers by avoiding vehicles violating the Lemon Law. 

○ Transparent and fair transactions for buyers and sellers based on vehicle data. 

  

2.3. Future Car Sharing Market on P2P Networks 

  

Blockchain technology will create a true sharing economy in which vehicles can be 

leased on a P2P network. BlocVehicle will create the “Airbnb for Cars” service to 

allow ordinary people to lease their cars and earn money.  

  

2.3.1 Problems of Car Sharing Market 

In the market for car sharing services, business operators purchase cars and land to 

park the vehicles and shift the cost burden to users through high car sharing costs. 

Worse, users must visit a car rental service and go through complicated procedures 

such as verifying personal identity and obtaining the guarantee of cost payment from 

a financial institution to rent a car.  

The market thus fails to provide an opportunity for ordinary people to lease their cars 

and earn money.  

  

2.3.2. Vehicle Sharing Service 

The Vehicle Sharing Service will use blockchain technology to validate the personal 

identities of car lessors and lessees. Through this service, ordinary people can 

directly lease their cars to others without going through car rental companies and 

financial institutions. The service is available on Vehicle App and BlocVehicle's 

website. 
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Using this service, a lessor can fill out the rental conditions of a smart contract and 

announce his or her intention to lease via BlocVehicle's network. The smart contract 

includes a rental price and vehicle details such as type, district of lease, available 

date, and the terms and conditions of insurance covering accidents. 

A lessee can choose the proper car by checking the conditions of rental and other 

vehicle details specified in the smart contract. When he or she chooses a car, the 

lessor will receive a notice via a pop-up alarm.  

Upon choosing a car to rent, the lessee must pay the usage fee of the Vehicle 

Sharing Service charged by BlocVehicle Network in VCL tokens. The fee will be used 

to run and maintain BlocVehicle Network and cover the costs of Ethereum Gas 

necessary for block creation in Ethereum's network. This way, the VCL token’s 

applicability will be strengthened and keep BlocVehicle's economic ecosystem 

healthy. The fee amount remains undecided, but simulations will be conducted before 

the figure is set.  

The lessee should check the status of a car offline compared to the conditions of 

rental before requesting the lessor to approve the use of the car via the Vehicle 

Sharing Service.  

The lessor will then receive the rental fee in VCL tokens from the lessee and grant 

approval for use. The Vehicle Sharing Service ensures fair trade by storing all details 

of car rental in a blockchain-based public ledger.  

Motorcycles, campers and sailboats can also be rented this way. 

  

2.3.3. Expected Effects 

○ Lessors can earn money by leasing their cars 

○ Lessees can preliminarily check car safety and conveniently use the rental service 

anywhere in the world 

○ Lessees can rent cars at costs lower than other car rental services  
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2.4. Change in Conventional Used Car Market 

  

Connected to BlocVehicle Network, the online used car market will change as used 

car providers will introduce a new method of searching for used cars for sale and post 

the information on their commercial websites. 

  

2.4.1. Vehicle Link Service 

This service connects used car providers to BlocVehicle Network. They can search 

used cars on the network and their search results will be transmitted to BlocVehicle. 

Used car providers face no limits in accessing BlocVehicle Network because 

BlocVehicle reflects the principle of blockchain technology that information and 

service should not be monopolized and encourages the participation of more 

business operators. Furthermore, BlocVehicle's economic ecosystem will get 

healthier to produce more benefits for participants. 

  

2.4.2. Change in Business Model for Used Car Service 

The Vehicle Link Service enables used car providers to secure more used cars in 

connection with BlocVehicle Network. 

By using this service, such providers can search smart contracts filled out with the 

conditions of sale by ordinary people on BlocVehicle Network to secure more used 

cars for sale. They can leverage their specialized knowledge to analyze the vehicle 

data of searched cars and upload those of good quality to their websites. 

A buyer can conveniently check the conditions of sale and vehicle data on a used car 

provider's website and choose one that meets the buyer's requirements. When the 

buyer chooses a car, the Vehicle Dealer Service will notify the seller with a push 

alarm. The buyer pays an information usage fee to the used car provider in VCL 

tokens. The provider decides the fee amount, of which 10 percent will go to 

BlocVehicle for use in the maintenance of BlocVehicle Network.  

To complete the trade, the seller and buyer should meet offline and the former should 

transfer the vehicle data to the buyer through the Vehicle Dealer Service.  

Payment for the used car transaction can be made either in cash or VCL tokens. 

BlocVehicle ensures fair trade by storing all details of used car transaction in a 

blockchain-based public ledger. Motorcycles, campers and sailboats can also be 

bought and sold this way. 
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2.4.3. Expected Effects 

○ Sellers can conveniently sell their cars 

○ Buyers can check the quality of used cars through vehicle data 

○ Buyers can avoid fake transactions or buying used cars that violate the Lemon Law  

○ Providers need not to spend on advertising to secure used cars 

○ Providers can search and secure more used cars via Vehicle Link Service 

○ Providers can guarantee vehicle quality and raise BlocVehicle’s reliability  

○ Providers, buyers and sellers can conduct transparent and fair transactions of used 
car 

  

2.5. Change in Conventional Market for Car Sharing Services 

  

Car sharing originated in 1948 from an association in Zurich, Switzerland. The 

practice began with a focus on the public interest and eco-friendliness as car sharing 

would help alleviate environmental problems and the scarcity of parking spaces.  

More recently, the market for car sharing services has emerged as a promising niche 

sector of the automotive service industry and is attracting major investments from 

global automotive and IT companies. In 2008, Mercedes-Benz established CAR2GO 

to provide car sharing services in 26 cities across the U.S., Europe and Russia, while 

BMW's DriveNow offers 5,000 cars in Munich, Germany. Toyota's Rakumo has also 

expanded its business lines from car rental to car sharing. 

Blockchain technology will change the traditional car sharing market into an “Airbnb 

for Cars” business model allowing ordinary people to access BlocVehicle Network 

and search for cars that meet their business requirements. 

  

2.5.1. Vehicle Link Service 

This service connects providers of car sharing services to BlocVehicle Network. They 

can search for vehicles available for lease on BlocVehicle Network and the search 

results will be transmitted to BlocVehicle. 

Providers of car sharing services face no limits in accessing BlocVehicle Network 

because BlocVehicle reflects the spirit of blockchain technology in that information 

and service should not be monopolized and encourages the participation of more 

business operators. Furthermore, BlocVehicle's economic ecosystem will get 

healthier to offer more benefits for participants. 

  

2.5.2. Change in Car Sharing Service Business Model 

Blockchain technology will validate the personal identities of car lessors and lessees. 

Through the Vehicle Link Service, providers of car sharing services can store the 

details of users’ personal identities and the conditions necessary for trade in a 
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blockchain-based public ledger, which spares users from having to directly visit a 

provider of car sharing services and undergo complicated procedures to obtain a 

guarantee of cost payment from a financial institution. Such providers can also secure 

more cars for lease in connection with BlocVehicle Network. 

By using the service, such providers can search for and secure the cars of ordinary 

people for car sharing. They can leverage their specialized knowledge to analyze the 

vehicle data of searched cars and upload those of good quality to their website. 

A lessee can check the conditions of rental and vehicle data on a provider's website 

and choose one that meets the lessee's requirements. When the lessee chooses a 

car, the Vehicle Dealer Service will notify the lessor with a push alarm. The lessee 

pays the information usage fee to the provider of car sharing services in VCL tokens. 

The fee amount is decided by the provider, of which 10 percent goes to BlocVehicle 

for use in the operation and maintenance of BlocVehicle Network.  

For the lessee to use a leased car, he or she must check the status of the car in 

person compared to the conditions of rental before requesting the lessor to approve 

the use of the car via the Vehicle Sharing Service. The lessor will then receive the car 

sharing fee from the lessee and grant approval of use. 

The lessee should use VCL tokens to pay the fee.  

The Vehicle Sharing Service and BlocVehicle ensure fair trade by storing all details of 

car rental in a blockchain-based public ledger. Motorcycles, campers and sailboats 

can also be rented this way. No third party needs to intervene in this form of car 

sharing.  

Motorcycles, campers and sailboats can also be rented this way. 

  

2.5.3. Expected Effects 

○ Providers need not spend much to secure cars for car sharing 

○ Providers can guarantee vehicle quality and raise BlocVehicle’s reliability 

○ Providers can create “Airbnb for Cars’ service and expand their business lines 

abroad 

○ Lessors can conveniently share their cars and earn money 

○ Lessees can preliminarily check car safety and conveniently use this car sharing 

service anywhere in the world 
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2.6. Automatic Insurance Claim  

  

Currently, the market breadth of world's car insurance is approximately trillion dollars. 

Among the 200 billion dollars that insurance companies use for advertisements, most 

of the money is used for banner advertising on internet portals. About 30 dollars are 

given to the portals for a single click on the banner. Nearly 100 dollars are used if a 

customer tries to compare three different insurance companies. This results in a 

vicious circle because the advertising fees become a huge burden for the contractors. 

BlocVehicle will make the car insurance companies to pay the contractors Vehicle 

tokens (VCL) instead of the advertising fees. Subsequently, insurance companies can 

procure more contractors, and the contractors will experience a 30% discounted 

premium. 

  

Insurance claims and their screening will automatically proceed using the smart 

contract. Users no longer need to call their insurance company or see their insurance 

planner to ask about their coverage or issue or submit a copy of their car repair 

records to the insurer. The records will be transmitted to BlocVehicle after the vehicle 

is repaired and the claim will be automatically filed to the insurer by comparing the 

insurance terms and repair records. The claim will also be automatically paid to the 

insured through BlocVehicle.  

Based on the data on a vehicle’s history, insurance companies will create customized 

insurance products for individuals and generate new revenue streams. 

  

2.7. Social Networking Service  

  

Users can form automotive consumer communities on BlocVehicle Network. Many 

communities are active on the network. BlocVehicle Network will support them to 

develop beyond vehicular issues to exert greater consumer power, and further induce 

the participation of third parties to make the communities more active. 
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3. Technical Details  

  

3.1. Why is Blockchain Used?  

  

Programs and databases are separately designed in all existing systems and 

thoroughly hidden with dozens of security solutions set up for F/W, access control 

and encryption. Yet security solutions are not 100-percent safe as the system 

configuration of a centralized control system can be manipulated by internal 

personnel. Blockchain, however, has no central control. Data are preserved and 

handled by the collective intelligence of network participants. A single transaction 

triggers identical programs in tens of thousands of nodes at the same time to store 

the data. The data are then verified through tens of thousands of nodes to ascertain 

authenticity before completing a transaction. So reproduction of the data or hacking 

into the network is impossible. 

All communication protocols, program sources and data should be available on the 

internet. No one controls information and security is 100-percent guaranteed, and this 

is why blockchain technology should be used.   

  

3.2. System Structure 

  

BlocVehicle Network consists of three layers and an off-block-chain storage. The 

apps layer handles connection to all participants. The service layer handles 

connection to the apps and core layers. The core layer handles connection to the off-

block-chain storage.  

   

 

 Apps Layer 

§ Wallet (iOS / Android app) 

§ 3
rd 

party API 

§ Service provider API 

Service layer 

§ Smart Contract 

§ Account, VCL Token Info 

§ Apps, Core Link 

 

 

 

Core Layer 

§ Distributed Data Storage (IPFS) 

§ Block Chain: Ethereum 

 

 

Ethereum Network IPFS Network 
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3.2.1. Apps Layer 

The apps layer provides the UI and API for creating and reading information. 

Participants can use all functions through the official wallet (iOS / Android App), 

whereas a third party such as a corporation creates quantitative data through the third 

party API. The service provider API is provided to business operators. Through this, 

their legacy system can be connected to BlocVehicle Network.  

  

3.2.2. Service layer 

The service layer connects the apps and core layers and provides functions for 

management of user information. The service layer gives functions for data input and 

output via connection to the core layer. Internally, it can be divided into a smart 

contract based on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) and a section connecting the 

apps layer's application program with the core layer's data. The service layer includes 

the information of the smart contract, vehicle tokens and accounts, and a data link 

function. 

  

3.2.3. Core Layer 

The core layer uses diversified databases to safely protect data with the data network 

using the latest encryption technology. As a limited quantity of data can be stored via 

blockchain, a separate storage space is needed to efficiently store the photos and 

video files of a vehicle’s history, which is handled by the core layer. The data created 

in and delivered from the apps layer are encrypted and converted in the apps layer; 

the data’s content cannot be read by anyone except the data creator, who can 

decipher the data. The core layer is accessible through the service layer.  

  

3.3. System Composition 

  

BlocVehicle Network is developed with the EVM-based decentralized application 

program (DAPP). The EVM is mostly used for the development of smart contracts. 

Considering the development time, cost and reliability, building BlocVehicle Network 

with the EVM as a base is more efficient than creating a new blockchain network and 

platform. Therefore, BlocVehicle uses Ethereum(ETH) as a main platform.  

BlocVehicle Network mainly comprises three components: accounts, vehicle 

information and VCL tokens. Storing all data through blockchain is nearly impossible 

given realistic constraints in time, cost and performance. To minimize the volume of 

data directly stored through blockchain, the photos and video files of a vehicle’s 

history are stored in an external storage space in encrypted form and the hash values 

of these files are recorded via blockchain. For the external storage space, an off-

block-chain storage is used based on the network of the InterPlanetary File System 

(IPFS). 
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3.4. Account 

  

The account for data creation is divided into three types: owner, third party (person) 

and third party (company) accounts. Service providers can only use an account for 

data use. 

  

   

User Account Service Provider App Layer 
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3.4.1.  Owner Account 

Intended for car owners, the owner account can be even made with a family 

member's car. For a corporate car, a company employee can make this account. 

Using BlocVehicle App, a car owner can create the photos and video files of a 

vehicle’s history on BlocVehicle Network and exercise the right of possession over 

these files. Data creation will be rewarded with VCL tokens.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3.4.2. Third-party Personal Account 

This is for employees of car repair centers and insurance companies. Upon request 

from customers, they can use BlocVehicle App to create the photos and video files of 

automotive maintenance events taken by their customers' cars on BlocVehicle 

Network. The data created by a car owner and employees of a third-party company 

on the same car are integrated and managed by the car owner. The employees are 

rewarded for creating data and half percent of the reward is distributed to the car 

owner. The right of possession cannot be exercised on data created by a third party.  

   

Owner (iOS/Android) 

Data creation 

Rewarded with VCL tokens 

Data creation 

Rewarded with VCL 

tokens 

3
rd

 Party Person (iOS/Android) 
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3.4.3.  Third-party Corporate Account 

This is for car repair centers or insurance companies. Upon request from their 

customers, they can create the automotive maintenance data of their customer cars 

on BlocVehicle Network using a third-party API. The vehicle data stored in several 

provider systems can be integrated and jointly managed by the car owner. The third-

party companies are rewarded for data creation and 70 percent of the reward is 

distributed to the car owner. The right of possession cannot be exercised on data 

created by a third party.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3.4.4. Service Provider Account 

This is for service providers to access BlocVehicle Network and faces no limitations in 

issuance. The legacy systems of service providers are connected to BlocVehicle 

Network using a service provider API. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

Data creation 

Rewarded with VCL tokens 

 

 

Pay data usage charge 

Use of data 

3
rd

 Party Company (API) 

Service provider (API) 
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3.5. Off-block-chain Storage 

  

In the BlocVehicle system, only car owners can decipher the photos and video file 

data containing their vehicle histories. These data are encrypted using their personal 

keys and stored in an off-blockchain storage; only the hash values of the stored data 

are put in blockchain storage. The storage will be used by establishing a IPFS-based 

data network.  

BlocVehicle users can use this off-blockchain storage in addition to their personal 

devices such as smartphones and computers. Based on the stored data, they can 

use BlocVehicle services for various purposes. The integrity of the stored data is 

verified through the hash information stored via blockchain. 

  

3.6. Search System 

  

BlocVehicle provides a data search function through the service layer used for 

obtaining data on other persons that best fit specific requirements. For this, a 

separate data search system is used. All users have the right to refuse disclosing 

their data to other users, thus the data approved by its user can be searched.  

Car owners can set the permission for search and range of details that can be 

searched. With their permission, BlocVehicle stores the index information on their 

data. Within the permitted range, business operators can search for the information 

through a service provider API and trade the data with the data owners through a 

P2P smart contract.  

If car owners do not want their automotive data to be searched by other people but 

intend to sell or donate the data under conditional requirements, they can participate 

in data trade another way. Business operators not only look for the desired data 

through a real-time search system but can also announce the specific specifications 

of data they are searching for and the requirements for rewards on the network. 

Personal users can check these conditions and if the latter are met, they can send a 

push alarm to participate in data trade. All these functions are operated in the 

background so that they can work properly even without active user participation. 
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4. Road Map  

   

     
  
  
  
Project Start 
  
  
Release white paper 
  
  
Started tokens pre-sale  to early-stage investors 
  
  
Pre-ICO 
  
  
Complete BlocVehicle's logical system diagram 
Complete H/W and S/W logical diagram & development 
methodology 
  
  
ICO 
  
  
Promotional & regional partnership for Asian market  
  
  
Complete 1st vehicle system 
Launch BlocVehicle services (vehicle app, data, dealer & 
sharing services)  
  
  
Promotional & regional partnerships for U.S. & European 
markets 
  
  
Complete 2nd vehicle system 
Launch vehicle link service for used car providers 
  
  
Complete 3rd vehicle system 
Launch vehicle link service for car-sharing service providers 
 

Road Map 

(API) 

Dec. 2017 

May. 2018 

Jun. 1, 2018 

Aug. 15 – Sep. 14, 2018 

Jul. 1 – Sep. 30, 2018 

Sep. 20 – Oct. 31, 2018 

Q4. 2018 – Q1. 2019 

 
May. 2019 

Jun. 2019 

Q1. 2020 

Q3. 2020 
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5. Description of Initial Coin Offering 

  

Currency of token: VCL (vehicle token)  

No. of tokens issued: 1,000,000,000 VCL (no more to be issued) 

  

5.1. Pre-ICO 

  

One hundred million tokens will be distributed and their sale will be prohibited for two 

months after the pre-ICO.  

Price:  1 ETH – 5,000 VCL + Bonus 3,500 VCL 

Accepted currencies: ETH 

Sale period: 2018.08.15 00:00 UTC – 2018.09.14 23:59 UTC 

Soft cap: 2,000 ETH  

Hard cap: 11,765 ETH 

  

  

5.2.  ICO 

  

300 million tokens to be distributed.  

Price:   

STEP1 : 1 ETH – 5,000 VCL + Bonus 2,500 VCL 

STEP2 : 1 ETH – 5,000 VCL + Bonus 1,250 VCL  

STEP3 : 1 ETH – 5,000 VCL 

Accepted currencies: ETH  

Sale period: 2018.09.20 00:00 UTC – 2018.10.31 23:59 UTC 

Hard cap: 49,333 ETH 
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5.3. ICO Terms 

Bonuses and discount benefits from individual ICO steps 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The initial coin offering (ICO) will have three steps. Each step has a limit to which 

Ethereum (ETH) can be collected, and when the limit is reached, the next step will 

commence. The earlier the investment is initiated, the higher the discount. The 

highest discount rate will be applied in the first step and the discount rate will 

gradually decrease afterward. Any unsold tokens during the ICO period will be 

terminated. 

  

5.4. Distribution of Tokens  

  

A billion utility tokens included in the Genesis Block of BlocVehicle Network will be 

distributed in the following patterns:  

 400,000,000 => Distributed to ICO members  

 300,000,000 => VCL pool (used as reward for data production for 30 years) 

 150,000,000 => Founding team (sale of tokens banned for two years) 

 150,000,000 => Distributed to advisers and early investors, Airdrop, Country Partner ; 

undistributed tokens to be terminated 
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5.5. Project Budget 

  

The funds raised through the distribution of tokens will be used to develop and 

enhance BlocVehicle Network.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Official information on the sale of tokens will be announced through the channels 

below. 

  

○ Website    : http://ico.blocvehicle.com 

○ Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/BlocVehicle-

2098852333703249/?modal=admin_todo_tour 

○ Twitter      : https://twitter.com/VehicleBloc?lang=en 

○ Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/blocvehicle/ 

○ Youtube    : https://youtu.be/psnsbcvCHmU 

○ Medium     : https://medium.com/me/stories/drafts 

○ Reddit       : https://www.reddit.com/user/BlocVehicle/posts/ 

○ Bitcoin Forum  
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6. Team Members 

  

BlocVehicle Team is comprised of professionals from automotive services, software, 

network and data security who are full of enthusiasm over blockchain technology. The 

team is fully confident that the technology will create an epoch-making P2P market 

for automotive services. 

  

○ Changha Lee / CEO and Co-founder 

○ Kijung Choi / COO and Co-founder 

○ Seongtae Kwak / CTO and Co-founder 

○ Sungki Lim / CMO and Co-founder 

○ Byoungchang Han / CIO 

○ Youngkeun Moon / PMO 

○ Jusung Kim / Full Stack Developer 

○ Dalsu Byun / Blockchain Developer 

○ Changgyun Kim / Blockchain Developer 

○ Yunho Cho / Project Leader 
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7. Miscellaneous (Legal Responsibilities) - 
TBD 

  

BlocVehicle Team (a term collectively referring to BlocVehicle Inc., its shareholders, 

executives, employees and affiliates) exclusively prepared this white paper to provide 

detailed information on its platform and team to those who support BlocVehicle. In 

other words, this white paper does not seek to ask for investment in BlocVehicle 

Team or its platform; it is based on the situation as is and none of its content is 

guaranteed, including its conclusion.  

BlocVehicle Team does not state or guarantees the accuracy of any content in this 

white paper nor does it bear any legal responsibility in connection with it. For example, 

BlocVehicle does not guarantee whether (i) this white paper is prepared on the 

grounds of lawful rights and infringes on a third party's right; (ii) is valuable or useful; 

(iii) is suitable for the achievement of specific goals; or (iv) has errors in its content. 

Naturally, the range of exemption from liability is not limited to the previous examples.  

The results of using this white paper used in decision making (including but not 

limited to use as a reference or grounds for decision making), regardless of gain or 

loss, are entirely dependent on a user’s judgment. In other words, BlocVehicle Team 

is not responsible for compensation or indemnification for any financial damage, loss, 

debt or other harm incurred by the use of this white paper. 
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